CONTENTS
Custard Pies
Look at each photo as it appears on the screen to throw a custard pie. This activity is great for analysing responses to content appearing in different areas of the screen.
Establishes screen engagement Targets static images
Able to access all areas of the screen
Responds appropriately to facilitator's instructions
Able to hit all targets
• Use photographs of family and friends to motivate the user • Good for analysing targeting skills • Observe and help if the user is getting close to the target
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Personalised images / video used: 
P3(ii)
Learning
Magic Mouse
Wherever you look on the screen you will create a special effect along with a sound effect. When the star appears you can look at this to move on to the next effect.
Establishes screen engagement Responds appropriately to facilitator's instructions
User is able to move the effect around the screen
Understands that looking at the screen creates the effect
Targets static star to change visual effect 
Egg
Look at the egg to break the shell and see which animal is inside. It takes 5 seconds for the animal to emerge. The egg activity encourages you to focus on a particular area of the screen.
Establishes screen engagement
Engages with audio and animation Targets star to restart activity
Responds appropriately to facilitator's instructions
Understands that looking at the egg causes it to hatch
• The user must continue to look at the egg for it to hatch • When the star appears, look at it to load the next egg • A good activity to encourage targeting
P2(ii), P4, P5w
Learning objectives: 
Cannon
Splat paint all over the brick wall by looking at different areas. The cannon fires automatically so this is one of the easier activities.
• 
Reveal Shapes
An image is hidden behind the shapes. Look at the shapes and they will disappear to reveal the image.
Establishes screen engagement
Targets the static shapes Understands that looking at the screen creates a special effect
Understands that looking at the at the squares again will change the pitch and colour
Motivated by changes in pitch and colour Able to move their gaze point around the screen
Magic squares
As you look around the screen you will make the musical squares appear. If you look at the same one more than once it will change colour and play a different sound.
Fart clouds
For people with a certain sense of humour! Look at the fart clouds to make them fart.
• Establishes screen engagement
Targets static characters
Responds appropriately to facilitator's instructions
Understands that looking at an image will throw a custard pie
Face splat
Throw a custard pie at each of the characters by looking at them. This activity is really rewarding, even for people who are not able to access small targets.
Responds appropriately to facilitator's instructions
User is able to move their gaze point around the screen
Understands by looking at the scratch card it will reveal the image
Responds to final image
Scratch card
Look around the screen to scratch away each of the special textures to reveal an image. You can change the images to increase motivation. Establishes screen engagement
• Use images of friends and family for a nice surprise! • If the user is confident, try timing them to complete the activity • You only need to scratch 80% to reveal the image
Explores the scene to play animations and sound
Understands that looking at different areas of the screen causes animations to begin
Reacts to the animations
Responds appropriately to facilitator's instructions
Park life
Explore this interactive visual scene and make it come to life.
Classroom
Look at the objects around this interactive visual scene to make the classroom come to life.
• Hose Clean the car, put out the fires, water the plants, squirt the bugs and scare the birds -all using the giant hose pipe. Look at the objects to fire the hose and complete the level.
• Analyse ability to hit different size targets in different positions • If the user is confident, try timing them to complete the activity • Make up a story about 'Hose Land' to bring the activity to life
Establishes screen engagement
Understands the need to look at target not the hose to shoot
Responds appropriately to facilitator's instructions Successfully completes each level
Understands that looking at particular objects in the scene will fire the hose Bubbles By looking at the bubbles you will pop them and make them split into smaller and smaller bubbles.
• Analyse ability to track moving object • Set a target number of bubbles to pop • Can the user pop the smallest bubbles?
Establishes screen engagement 
Shoot
As you work through the levels you will need to shoot more targets. For this activity you are up against the clock. Why not try and set a high score? Look at the first target for 3 seconds to get started.
• Personalise images to make the activity more interesting Video wall x2
The video wall activities allows you to display 2 videos on the screen. When you look at a picture it will play a video. As soon as you look away it will stop.
• Video wall x4
The video wall activities allows you to display 4 videos on the screen. When you look at a picture it will play a video. As soon as you look away it will stop.
• Video wall x6
The video wall activities allows you to display 6 videos on the screen. When you look at a picture it will play a video. As soon as you look away it will stop.
Fruit punch
Flatten the crazy fruit faces with the giant boxing glove. To do this you need to look at each piece of fruit as it floats across the screen. Squash 20 pieces of fruit to complete the activity.
• Encourage the user to beat their score (maximum of 20 punches) • Does the user respond to a particular fruit more than others? • Time the activity to see if the user gets faster
Establishes screen engagement Able to punch the fruit Accesses all areas of the screen
Responds appropriately to facilitator's instructions
Responds to the animation and sound
Understands that looking at the fruit creates a punch Snowflake By looking at the snowflakes as they fall you will be able to build a snowman. If you manage to get 25 snowflakes you complete the activity and the snowman will come to life.
• Can the user see their score? Encourage them to get as many snowflakes as possible • Time the activity to see if the user can beat their score
Establishes screen engagement
Targets the snowflakes to build the snowman
Responds appropriately to facilitator's instructions
Responds to the snowflakes and snowman animation
Understands that looking at the snowflakes will build the snowman 
Dinner time
Choose what the man is going to eat for his dinner from the right-hand side of the screen.
• Instruct the user to make a particular selection, e.g. "Where's the burger?" • Observe cursor to see if the user is eye-tracking the animation
Establishes screen engagement
Responds appropriately to facilitator's instructions 
Javelin
Choose which object the athlete will throw. Look at the option you wish to choose on the left-hand side of the screen.
• Instruct the user to make a particular selection, e.g. "Where's the broomstick?" • Observe cursor to see if the user is eye-tracking the animation
Establishes screen engagement
Responds appropriately to facilitator's instructions Responds appropriately to facilitator's instructions 
• Use a variety of images to find out what the user likes and dislikes • Treat their response as communication for yes and no • Keep changing the images to encourage different responses
P4-P6
TIPS
Monster factory
Create your own scary monster at the Look to Learn Monster Factory! Look to choose the mouth, eyes, accessory and body.
• See if the user can make a 'scary ', 'happy' or 'Christmas' monster • You can use 'print screen' to Paper, scissors, stone A classic activity of Paper, scissors, stone. Paper beats stone by wrapping it; stone beats scissors by blunting them; scissors beats paper by cutting it. This activity is best of 3.
• Try and play the game together to teach the concept before playing in Look to Learn
Establishes screen engagement Targets and selects action (paper, scissors or stone)
Responds appropriately to facilitator's instructions
Tracks and responds to animation Wizard's potion
The Wizard is making a magic potion using 4 special ingredients. You have to watch carefully as he adds them to the cauldron and then copy his recipe in the correct order.
• Post a classroom high score leaderboard on the wall (see p.45) • The cauldron will be the same colour as the last potion the wizard poured 
Penalty
To take a penalty, choose the area of the goal that you want to shoot for and look at it, then Molly the Monster will try and save it. Choose the swap symbol to play as the goalkeeper.
Jungle
Create a jungle scene! Look at an animal to select it, then look at one of the stars to place it in the scene.
Dinosaurs
Create a pre-historic scene! Look at a dinosaur to select it, then look at one of the stars to place it in the scene.
Bugs
Create a scene of creepy crawlies! Look at a bug to select it, then look at one of the stars to place it in the scene.
Underwater
Create a underwater scene! Look at a sea creature to select it, then look wherever you want to place it in the scene.
Woodland
Create a woodland scene! Look at an animal to select it, then look wherever you want to place it in the scene.
• Her reactions are very positive and she laughs at the animations Good level of success, believe she will become motivated to look around more -overall P2ii/P3 achieved.
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E X A M P L E
Looks at screen when park scene appears following some prompting (P2ii) Focuses on the left-hand side animations (tree, girl on swing), not moving all over the screen (P3i) Pretty sure -keeps going back to girl on swing and smiles when she moves Happy responses, smiles when the girl swings Trying to get her to look at other animations, she is aware there is more on the screen but needs to develop looking to the right (see analysis) 
P1(ii)
The user shows some reaction to the sound, images and animations in Look to Learn.
P2(i)
The user displays initial screen engagement and tracks moving images briefly across the screen.
P2(ii)
The user displays initial screen engagement. Some facilitation is required to encourage the user to look at the screen. The user begins to engage with the activity and remember learned responses over short periods of time.
P3(i)
The user displays initial screen engagement without facilitation and is able to gaze around the screen, repeating the activity. They remember learned responses over more extended periods.
P3(ii)
The user learns responses over increasing periods of time. They may anticipate known events, respond to options and choices, and actively explore the screen for more extended periods.
P4
The user will know they are controlling the computer with their eyes. They begin looking in certain areas, demonstrating cause and effect.
P5
The user understands they are controlling the computer with their eyes and that they need to look at an area of the screen to create and control an effect. They are developing their dwell for selection. They are also learning to adjust their targeting to access a difficult area, i.e. intentionally looking slightly off target.
P6
The user responds to animations and sounds on screen, and is able to perform a dwell or selection on a particular area of the screen. They respond to simple instructions.
P7
The user is able to perform a dwell or drag and drop to make a choice in controlling an activity, and is able to choose an animation, picture or video. The user can also choose a Look to Learn activity through choices given by the facilitator.
P8
The user independently chooses activities through mouse control. The user may be using The Grid 2 to launch activities in Look to Learn and can comment on the activities they have used. Next session:
